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About This Game

The robots you design will change the world! Will you show them the true meaning of love, or conquer Alaska with your robot
army?

Choice of Robots is an epic 300,000-word interactive sci-fi novel by Kevin Gold, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Build a unique robot character–you choose everything from its shape to what it calls you

Instigate or prevent a robotic uprising

Teach your robots to love humanity, or disdain it

Build an artificial intelligence suitable to take control of the world's governments

Start a war against the United States, and win

Marry a human or an advanced robot, and start a family

Play out thirty years of your life as a brilliant robot maker, from graduate school near the present day to a future in which your
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robots have changed everything. Depending on your choices, your robots may be independent or obedient, clumsy or graceful,
empathic or cold…and you yourself may live to an old age happily married or alone with only robots to comfort you.

Play as male or female, gay or straight, with nine characters to romance, four alternate climax chapters, and over seventy
achievements to unlock.
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I would recommend this game to anyone who likes to kill zombies and to people that likes playing Co-op with there friends.

I wouldn't recommend online Co-op, the majority of players you'll play with are pretty toxic and sh*tty people in general.
L4D2's netcode is about on par with TF2's netcode, it's Garbage. So I would say stay away from online Co-op, except for Versus
Mode pretty good.

Overall: It's a pretty decent game. I would say the game is a bit Overrated and can get really repetitive, but for it's time it did
something unique for the Zombie Genre. So I guess it deserves some kind of praise.

Edit: Comments on this review that were typed by Edgy Teenagers and 9 year olds seem to not like Different Opinions about a
game that has problems. So I hope you like Disable Comments L4D fanboys. lol. The game desperately needs an option to
shrink it into a window and an option to lower the resolution. Everything was too laggy to enjoy.. Step 1: buy this great game
with amaizing interface
Step 2: get your friends to your house
Step 3: get drunk playing this game with them
Step 4: profit from friendship
--------------------------------------------------
Might need to find me some friends. If you like craps or have a passing interest, then I'd recommend this game. The game is
fully functional and enjoyable. The developers are also active and responsive and this is only the beginning.. Do you love old
RPG games? Well, this one will do.
What I love the most: The developer is active and updates are flowing like a river. (bug fixes, etc)
Buy this game. You won't regret ;)
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Just doesnt work DO NOT BUY. Very generic tower defense game with very limited tower options, and no real upgrade depth
at all.
Only both with this if you have already cleared out the long list of much better games including both Defense Grids, Sol
Survivor and Kingdom rush.

Even most lazy mobile ports have more depth than this.. I'd classify this as an "inverse tower defence game". Walk in a door, it
seals behind you and the game spawns in a bunch of turrets. You have to destroy all the turrets in the room to open the doors and
repeat in the next room. FPS bullet hell vs static defenses. Conceptually fun, but after five or ten rooms of repetition, I was
completely over it. Feels like a series of static "danger rooms".

Having some mobile enemies would really help.. This game delivers. It truly scratches that itch for a vegetable themed rocket
league. At first I tought the other reviews might have been posted by the dev's family, but the character's background is indeed
very well developed and engaging. The matchmaking seems on point, too bad I could not really test it, since there was no other
vegetables to play with :'(
10\/10 would try tossing that salad again.
Last but nost least, that Major League Carrot logo is a true beauty. Can I use it for my twitch channel ?

- Carotte Mendoza. The second CYOA by Kevin Gold, it has less broadside choices than Choice of robots and is more story-
focused with deeper characters.

Damn, I can't find anything else to say. This guy just produce perfectly balanced works and finely written words there is just no
so much to say except go for it and read it if you like wizard focused story with different branches of magic and some church
related storyline.

The ending felt satisfying and the developpment of the main character goes through different stages and chapter and each one is
interesting. No obvious flaws here. So that's it. Some smart writing yet again by Kevin Gold even though the genre is completely
different than Choice of robots. Bravo. This author is really someone to follow.
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